
 

 

Reference 

TASK 05-51-04 

TASK 05-001-01-01 

TASK 05-00-00-210-801 

TASK 06-10-00 

TASK 07-13-00 

TASK 08-20-00 

TASK 09-11-00 

TASK 10-10-00 

TASK 11-11-01 

TASK 12-13-01 

TASK 12-21-04 

TASK 20-040-01-01 

TASK 20-50-00-210-801 

TASK 21-053-01-01 

TASK 12-12-03-612-801 

TASK 21-031-01-03 

TASK 12-21-03-640-805 

TASK 22-001-02-01 

TASK 22-10-00-710-802 

TASK 23-071-01-01 

TASK 23-70-00-710-801 

TASK 24-001-07-01 

TASK 24-30-01-902-801 

TASK 24-001-03-01 

TASK 24-20-00-710-801 

TASK 25-015-03-01 

TASK 25-13-01-710-801 

TASK 25-060-03-01 

TASK 25-62-04-710-801 

TASK 26-014-03-01 

TASK 26-14-00-160-801 

TASK 27-067-01-01 

TASK 12-12-02-640-810 

TASK 27-011-02-01 

TASK 20-10-17-211-801 

TASK 27-055-01-01 

TASK 12-21-02-640-808 

TASK 28-012-03-01 

TASK 28-10-11-211-801 

TASK 28-022-04-01 

TASK 71-00-00-710-801 

TASK 29-001-00-01 

TASK 29-01-01-211-801 

TASK 29-022-02-01 

TASK 29-10-08-720-802 

TASK 30-081-01-01 

TASK 30-81-00-710-801 

TASK 31-051-04-01 

TASK 31-51-00-710-802 

TASK 32-045-01-01 

TASK 32-43-03-710-801 

Item Description 

Hard or overweight landing -check  

Daily walk around  

Daily walk around 

Dimensions And Areas  

Emergency lifting procedures 

Weighing 

Main gear towing  

Parking  

Engine cowling  

Hydraulic Reservoirs -Servicing 

Landing gear -Lubrication  

Powerplant left powerplant and cowls 

Inspect (GVI) the all exposed EWIS in the left powerplant and cowl door (EZAP) 

Air cycle machine (ACM) 

Service the left air cycle machine (ACM) 

Cabin pressure control outflow valve and butterfly  valve assemblies  

Lubricate the outflow valve and butterfly  valve assemblies 

Go around selection (single TOGO  switch operation ) 

Operational check of the go around selection (single TOGO  switch operation) 

Cockpit voice recording system  

Operational check of the cockpit voice recording system for 4 channel operation  

Main aircraft batteries  

Restoration of the main aircraft batteries  

ENG generator filed disconnect  

Operation check of the ENG generator filed disconnect 

Captain`s and first officer`s inertial reel  

Operation check of the Captain`s and first officer`s inertial reel  

Door and Tailcoe slide deployment system  

Operation check of the door and Tailcone  slide deployment system 

Clean lavatory smoke detector 

Clean the FWS lavatory smoke detector box ,fan  and ducting assembly  

Ground spoiler cylinders and spoiler actuators  

Lubricate the ground spoiler cylinders and spoiler actuators , left wing  

Aileron control cables 

Detailed inspection of the Aileron control cables (unexposed area)  

Flap hydraulic actuating cylinders  

Lubricate the eight flap actuating cylinders ,roller bearings , and drive linkage 

Vent drain swing check valves  

Detailed inspection of the left and center wing vent drain swing check valves 

Suction feed system  

Operational check of the Suction feed system 

Electric motor driven auxiliary pump 

Detailed inspection of the auxiliary hydraulic pump power feeder wiring (ALI20-0 

Hydraulic power transfer unit (PTU) shutoff system  

Functional check of the hydraulic power transfer unit (PTU) shutoff system 

Over -wing ice FOD alert system  

Operational check of the over wing ice FOD alert system (if installed ) 

Overspeed aural warning  

Operational check the Overspeed aural warning 

Dual anti -skid control valves  

Operational check of the Dual anti -skid control valves 



 

 

TASK 32-021-03-01 

TASK 32-00-00-902-803 

TASK 33-042-03-01 

TASK 33-43-01-710-801 

TASK 34-032-01-01 

TASK 34-22-05-710-810 

TASK 35-010-11-01 

TASK 35-10-01-901-801 

TASK 36-024-01-01 

TASK 36-20-02-710-801 

TASK 38-010-03-01 

TASK 38-11-01-211-801 

TASK 49-030-02-01 

TASK 49-30-02-902-801 

TASK 49-090-01-01 

TASK 49-90-06-901-801 

TASK 51-003-01-01 

TASK 51-10-00-211-801 

TASK 52-070-01-01 

TASK 52-70-00-710-801 

TASK 52-011-02-01 

TASK 05-21-01-211-801 

TASK 53-015-02-01 

TASK 53-05-03-211-803 

TASK 57-081-02-04 

TASK 57-05-03-211-821 

TASK 71-071-02-01 

TASK 71-70-01-710-801 

TASK 71-010-10-01 

TASK 71-10-03-211-803 

TASK 72-030-03-02 

TASK 72-33-00-211-801 

TASK 73-001-02-01 

TASK 73-12-01-901-801 

TASK 74-001-01-01 

TASK 74-20-02-901-801 

TASK 76-013-01-01 

TASK 20-10-17-211-801 

TASK 76-011-01-01 

TASK 20-10-17-211-801 

TASK 78-030-02-01 

TASK 78-31-01-720-801 

TASK 79-001-02-01  

TASK 79-20-06-902-801 

TASK 80-001-01-01 

TASK 12-12-05-212-801  

Nose landing gear shock strut  

Restore the nose landing gear shock strut ,cylinder ,housing ,steering lever ,piston, axle ,upper drag brace lower drag brace , upper lock link. 

Check position lights  

Operational check position lights 

VHF NAV switching  

Operational check VHF NAV switching 

Crew oxygen botle                            

Discard the Crew oxygen botle                            

Tail compartment overheat  system  

Operational check of the tail compartment overheat system and alerts. 

Potable water tank  

Detailed inspection of the potable water tank for leakage.(tank full and pressurized ) 

APU fuel control inlet filter 

 Clean and inspect the APU fuel control inlet filter 

 APU oil filter 

 Check for contamination and discard the APU oil filter element . 

AFT cargo compartment bilge drain valves 

Do a detailed inspection of the bilge drain valves . 

 Door warning system 

 Operational check of the door warning system. 

Passenger door 

 Passenger Door-Interlock mechanism, seal depressor, girt bar latches, pressure sea l, door stops and set screws. 

 Main entrance door jamb 

 Do a detailed inspection of the Main entrance door jamb , internal structure. 

Outer wing lower skin panel 

 Do a detailed inspection of the right outer wing , lower skin panel, STA XCW 70.0-XW 560.0 surfaces 

 Powerplant drain lines and drain mast 

  Operational check of the power plant drain lines and drain mast (L ENG) 

Engine cowl ground safety latch 

 Detailed inspection of the Engine cowl ground safety latch 

 Visible parts of the fan blades 

 Detailed inspection of the Visible parts of the fan blades (R ENG) 

 Main  fuel filter 

Inspect for contamination and discard the main fuel filter (L ENG) 

Igniter plugs 

Discard the igniter plugs (L ENG) 

 Fuel shutoff lever cable system 

Detailed inspection of the Fuel shutoff lever cable system (unexposed area) 

Throttle cable system  

Detailed inspection of the left and right throttle cable system (unexposed area) 

Thrust reverser system  

Functional check of the left engine thrust reverser system to hold pressure without main hydraulic pressure . 

Main engine oil filter  

Clean or replace left engine oil pressure filter and check for contamination  

Left engine starter oil  

Check left engine starter oil  

 


